CHIPPEWA VALLEY RAILROAD
FOUNDATION
NOVEMBER, 2021
Next Meeting

- Tuesday November 2, 2021

at the Chippewa Valley Museum 6:45 PM

Wear a Mask

October Highlights:
• Wood trim and soffit plywood purchased and stained for the C&NW Tower repair.
• Foundations for the re-installation of the crane and for two switch stands were
poured. The switch stands will now be on display and will form the entry for
passengers to the loading platform.
• The east end of the loading platform near the depot has been widened to permit
better boarding and disembarking passenger cars.
• The dedication plaque for Andy Stanton’s memorial bench has been installed.

Crane and Switch Stand Foundations Byron Bobb, Marc Brown, Kirk Olson, Bob Brunner
excavate, make forms, and fabricate steel reinforcing prior to pour concrete during our
Wednesday work sessions during October.
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Crane and Switch Stand Foundations - Concrete Pouring Byron Bobb, Marc Brown, Kirk
Olson, Frank Garber and Dave Peterson pour concrete for the crane and switch stands
foundations. Wednesday October 20th.

Crane Foundation and Slab Finished Concrete poured
and finished. The 2 x 4’s are the template holding the
crane anchor bolts in place. The crane base will be
placed when concrete cures.
Andy Stanton’s Memorial Plaque below.
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Tower Trim Staining We have pre-stained the soffit material and trim lumber as part of our
contribution to the repair to parts of the tower exterior caused by wood peckers. We planned to
use the stain used on the depot project this summer. We decided it was to bright , so we
applied a second coat better matching the original stain. we think we made the correct
decision.
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Platform Remodeling During our summer operation, we had issues with passengers boarding the
caboose and the excursion car at the end of the train. This is the first year that every steam train
required 5 coaches every Sunday. The platform narrows at that area and the railing makes the
situation worse. We hired Area Landscaping to widen and re-slope the platform. We also removed
the water hydrant at the corner of the depot so the brick walk could be widened. We removed the
railing and dug up the old roots at the hydrant as part of our part of the work. The work is
complete. We will see how this works for the Saturday Halloween Train Saturday, October 30th.

Platform Project Top pictures
show root removal. Marc brought
the skid steer out to up the roots
shown at upper right. Middle left.
Marc Brown, Kirk Olson, and
Frank Garber remove railing.
Other two show Todd Tambornino
installing the new step to the
sidewalk and sweeping up.
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SOUTH REVERSE LOOP 1979-1980
The CVRR began as a pull - push operation. The track terminated short of where the track crosses
the road. Our purchase of No. 19, 4 coaches and track did not include additional track in Strum’s
park where Strum Steam Engine Day’s was held. Our arrangement was to bring the train to Strum
for that event every year using that track. Fortunately, the first time we did this, their track caused
derailments early on the first day. The Strum folks decided not to rebuild their track and and then
sold us the track. This rail allowed the CVRR to expand crossing the road and building a reverse
loop at the south end. Another loop was built around the depot. The first picture shows the south
loop almost complete.
The bottom shows part of the reverse loop and beginning loop as we have it now. With purchase of
diesel train set came more rail which we began in 1981.Laying the track for the west section of the
current loop took two years to complete. We began by disconnecting a section of the reverse loop,
moving it over and began building the new track. Just before June operations, we moved the
section back and continued with the reverse loop operation until we put the new loop in operation.
Then we removed the reverse loop track and the switch. Notice how open the area was and how
small are the trees.
After the loop was complete, we began dual gauging to accommodate the diesel train set.

The track was dual gauged by 1982
New Loop (Current )

Old Loop
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